Dear Parents/Careers and Community Members,

Last week on Wednesday the 26th August, the school was part in a Virtual Authors’ Project in which the shortlisted author Ronojoy Ghosh, who has written the book “Ollie and the Wind”, virtually visited the school through our live Polycom video conferencing system at the school. Grade 3/4E (Ms Pennant) and 3/4F (Ms Chen) were the very lucky students involved in this project. They viewed the Author live and were able to ask a question directly to the author Ronojoy after his discussion. They were also able to see all the other students from around the Victoria who were also part of the project and watching Ronojoy’s discussion live. WOW!

The student’s loved this opportunity to meet this author and hear him talk about his journey to writing and publishing his books “Ollie and the Wind” and “No Place like Home”. We look forward to having this opportunity again next year with a new author.

Silvia Meneclau
eLearning Leader

Here are some grade 4 students we found enjoying Book Week with their new books in the sun.

Grade 5/6 Numeracy Awards
Congratulations to the students who received it during this weeks assembly

Science Section
This year’s topic is ‘Drones, Droids and Robots’. We have had two major activities during this time. The first was the tower building. We made the towers out of dry spaghetti and marshmallows. In that challenge, students from grades 3 to 6 made the tallest towers they could. The second one (which is still ongoing) is the robot design competition. In this activity, we can design a robot. What is its name? What is it made of? What will it be used for? What will it look like? Will it be for medical reasons or just to mow the lawn? The best thing to do is to be creative. So get ready to be creative and build those bots!

Eda Ozyurt, Grade 4, Room 25.

COV HNB TSEECEEB HAUV LUBLIS
LUB CUAH LIS NTUJ
Hnub Friday
$2
Khw Muag Koohm pilg rau Tsv Hnub
Hnub Monday
$5
Hnub team yuaw Su Pizzino noj
Hnub Tuesday bong Thursday, tim 6 – 15. Lih liplaih mu Yaw Koohm Ntawm-daj (Xyoo 1-6)
Hnub Tuesday
$6
Shankland House (Xim Liab) Hnub Kev Lomzom

Hnub Friday
$18
Hnub hauv Nhaj Nge keemntaw Term 3 – 2hau 2.20 teev tarus
LUB KAUM LIS NTUJ
Hnub Monday
$3
Hnub pil ntawm Nge kwam nwtraw term 4 – Caaj pil ysg 8.50 teev
Hnub Tuesday
$18
Taranora House (Xim Xav) Hnub Kev Lomzom
LUB KAUM-III LIS NTUJ
Hnub Tuesday
$1
Hnub so Xeem Nies Melbourne Cup Day.
Hnub Tuesday
$8
Mithfel House (Xim Daj) Hnub Kev Lomzom

HNB XFXY PREP 2017 TUAJ XYUAS TISEV QHA NTAWW YOG TEEV RAU (2017 Prep Orientation Date)
Hnub: Wednesday, tim 7/9/2016
Sijhawm: 2.00 teev bunnu hliog 3.00 teev tarus
Caij yuaw: Xa cov menyam mu rau Chao teev 3 & 4
Caij cov niqaj Thib biv mu rau teev qhia ntawm lub teev School Hub.
TSEE QHA NTAWW LUB KASH-MOM – SCHOOL MATH

KEY MUAG COV KHOOM GABZIE CHOCOLATE:
Thou xam nga nyob saaw dzyaj bong laem cov niqaj xaw cuaj saaw dzyaj bong laem cov niqaj lomzom.

HUB LISPIAM KAWM LES – NUMERACY WEEK 2016 – tim 5 thoo yuaw lomzom lub 9 hia hlu.

Science Week
Week 1
This week is Science Week. This year’s topic is ‘Drones, Droids and Robots’. We have had two major activities during this time. The first was the tower building. We made the towers out of dry spaghetti and marshmallows. In that challenge, students from grades 3 to 6 made the tallest towers they could. The second one (which is still ongoing) is the robot design competition. In this activity, we can design a robot. What is its name? What is it made of? What will it be used for? What will it look like? Will it be for medical reasons or just to mow the lawn? The best thing to do is to be creative. So get ready to be creative and build those bots!

Eda Ozyurt, Grade 4, Room 25.
Congratulations to our BOOK WEEK CHARACTERS BEST DRESSED

Prep
- Bilal who was dressed as a PIRATE
- Eflin who was dressed as a WITCH

Grade 1/2
- Mutasem who was dressed as a CLOWN
- Alexander who was dressed as the MAD HATTER
- Hanna who was dressed as CLEOPATRA
- Sarah who was dressed as a GINGERBREAD MAN

Grade 3/4
- Luaye who was dressed as PETER PAN
- Badr who was an OOMPA LOOMPA
- Ameena who was RED RIDING HOOD
- Ella who was dressed as PRINCESS OLAF

Grade 5/6
- Ibrahim who was the TIN MAN
- Zaid dressed as JAFAR
- Fatma who was BELLE
- Sandra who was MINI MOUSE

EAL
- Bilal who was HARRY POTTER
- Dilara who was SNOW WHITE

BOOK WEEK PARADE
FRIDAY 26TH AUGUST